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Abstract 

Cryptographic hash function is a function RDh →:  with D  

R  which has the security properties: one-way ( nallycomputatio  not 

feasible to calculate Dx ∈  from known Ry ∈  so that ( ))xhy =  and 

collision resistant (not feasible determining yx ≠  so that ( ) =xh  

( )).yh  Family of hash functions based on ideal lattice is formulated as 

matrix multiplication ( ) Axxy A == h  with computation involving 

ring arithmetic [ ] ( ) .xfxpZ  The main problem is to construct an 

efficient algorithm from the formulation with the objective: the 
security properties are met and the key size is reduced. Related to this 
issue and following the results of previous studies, in this article, 
general algorithms for the family of hash function based on ideal 
lattice are constructed. In this case, [ ] ( )xfxpZ  family is defined as 

the arithmetic ring determined by the family of irreducible trinomial 

( ) ni
i xxffxf ++= 0  with { }.1,1, 0 −∈ffi  Then, as the key: one 
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randomly chosen [ ] ( )xfxpZ∈a  and randomly selected t trinomial 

,...,,, 21 tfff  then the compression function of hash function ideal 

lattice is defined as a recursive process that processes the message 

block x to the value ∑ == t
i 1ay  ( ).mod ifx  The study also covers 

issues related to processing speed and security aspects of the hash 
function construction results. 

1. Introduction 

According to Menezes et al. [9], cryptography is the study of 
mathematical techniques related to information security purposes such as 
confidentiality, data integrity, entity authentication, and data origin 
authentication. One of cryptographic primitives related to the purpose of data 
integrity and authentication security is a hash function. The hash function is a 
function RDh →:  with RD  and has the security properties: one-way 

and collision resistance. The function h is one-way if it is computationally 
infeasible to calculate Dx ∈  of knowing Ry ∈  so that ( ),xhy =  and h 

collision resistant if computationally not feasible to determine Dyx ∈,  with 

yx ≠  so that ( ) ( ).yhxh =  

The rise of attacks on the security properties of the hash function which 
the construction is based on boolean arithmetic, intensified the researchers to 
turn to the construction of cryptographic hash functions with the security is 
based on lattice computational problems. Lattice Λ with dimension n is the 
set of all integer linear combinations of n linearly independent vectors with 
the problem: computationally it is infeasible to determine the shortest vector 
in Λ. 

Started by Ajtai [1] that defines a one-way hash function families with 
security rests on lattice computational problems. In this case, for integer 
positive parameters: d, m, n, with ,nm >  and p primes, choose a matrix 

mn
p
×∈ ZA  at random, hash function Ah  with key A is defined as 

,: n
p

m
dh ZZ →A  where ( ) .Axxy A == h  
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Refining the work from Ajtai, Goldreich et al. [5] proved that Ah  is 

collision resistant. Then, security assumption is strengthened in: [3], [10] and 
[11] also shown an aspects of computational efficiency is not enough when it 
comes to the application. 

Furthermore, the attempt on efficiency listed in [12] and [7] that 
generalized the structure of A from the arithmetic field pZ  to the modular 

polynomial arithmetic ring [ ] ( )xfxpZ  for any polynomial ( ) [ ].xxf Z∈  

Lattice with column vectors of A as the basis and defined on modular 
arithmetic polynomial ring is called Ideal Lattice. Apparently, hash function 
based on collision resistant lattice is not ideal for any ( ).xf  Finally, it has 

been proved in the article [7] that the hash function based on ideal lattice is 
collision resistant guaranteed if ( )xf  is chosen to satisfy two properties, 

namely the irreducible over Z  and for every unit vectors u and v, the ring 

product of u and v is a short vector (limited  by ).n  

Guritman et al., in the article [6], have constructed an efficient 
algorithms for an arithmetic ring family that is determined by irreducible 

trinomial family ( ) ni
i xxffxf ++= 0  with { }.1,1, 0 −∈ffi  By using the 

arithmetic, the purpose of this article is to construct a family of hash function 
in which the compression functions is defined as a recursive process that 

processes binary message block x to the value ( )∑ == t
i ii1 .mod fxay  In 

this case, the vector [ ] ( )xfxpZ∈a  and trinomial tfff ...,,, 21  is defined 

as key parameters chosen randomly and uniformly. The construction of this 
hash function is a generalization of the construction of hash function in [14]. 
The schematic discussion includes three sections. Section 2 contains a review 
of algorithms for modular arithmetic ring polynomial. Section 3 is a 
discussion of core construction algorithm related to hash function is 
concerned. Finally, Section 4 discusses the security aspects of a hash 
function construction. 
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2. Modular Arithmetic Ring Polynomial 

In this section, we describe the algorithm for arithmetic ring polynomial 
modular [ ] ( )xfxpZ  with parameters primes p and f is a polynomial of 

three terms (trinomial) is defined as 

 ( ) ,0
ni

i xxffxf ++=  where { }1,1, 0 −∈ffi  (1) 

with integer i selected in the interval .11 −≤≤ ni  A complete review of 
this topic refers to article [6]. 

We denote { }1...,,2,1,0 −= ppZ  as a field over prime integer 

(hereinafter, simply called prime field) with the addition and multiplication 
operation modulo p. Then, [ ]xpZ  as a polynomial ring over pZ  with the 

addition and multiplication operation over .pZ  Then, [ ] ( )xfxpZ  as 

modular ring polynomial whose members all polynomials over pZ  and with 

degree at most 1−n  with the addition and multiplication operation modulo 
( ).xf  In this case, [ ] ( )xfxpZ  also has a structure as vector space over 

pZ  with the addition and multiplication polynomial operation. 

From the fact that the vector space [ ] ( ) ,n
pp xfx ZZ ≅  then the 

computational aspects is much simpler from each 

( ) ( ) [ ] ( )xfxxaxaxaaxa p
n

n
n

n Z∈++++= −
−

−
−

1
1

2
210  

can be represented (isomorphic) as vector data 

( ) .,...,,, 1210
n
pnn aaaa Z∈= −−a  

As a result, the amount of computational operations in the modular ring 
[ ] ( )xfxpZ  is as efficient as computing the vector addition operation 

modulo p. Moreover, the efficiency of the multiplication operation 
[ ] ( )xfxpZ  described as follows. 
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Let ( ) ( ) [ ] ( )xfxxbxa pZ∈,  represented by vectors ,, n
pZ∈ba  and 

( ) ( )[ ] ( )xfxbxa mod⋅  is represented as ( ) fba mod  multiplication 

operation in .n
pZ  Suppose f in equation (1) represented as an ordered pair 

( ) { } ( ){ }1...,,2,11,1,0 −±±±×−∈= njff  with ,ji =  1=if  if ,0>j  

and 1−=if  if .0<j  As an illustration, for ,64=n  ( )37,1 −=f  is a 

representation of the trinomial ( ) .1 6437 xxxf +−=  Thus, the calculation 

of ( ) ( )xfxxa mod  can efficiently be demonstrated through the following 

algorithm. 

Algorithm 1 (Rotation-Substitution Algorithm) 

Input: Integer n with ,1>n  odd prime p, ordered pair ( )jf ,0=f  as a 

representation of trinomial ( ),xf  and vector ( )1210 ...,,,, −= naaaaa  
n
pZ∈  as a representation of ( ) [ ] ( ) .xfxxa pZ∈  

Output: The vector ( )1210 ...,,,, −= nccccc  as ( ) [ ] ( )xfxxxa pZ∈  

1. ( ),: ac =  where a  denotes the rotation of a one component to 

the right. 

2. ( )csubsc ,,0: 10 −−= naf  denotes the substitution 0th component 

from c with ( ).10 −− naf  

3. If ,0>j  compute ( ),,,:,11 csubsc sjaas nj =−= −−  and 

 if ,0<j  compute ( ).,,:,11 csubsc sjaas nj −=+= −−  

4. return(c). 

Furthermore, since ( ) ( ) ( )xfxbxa mod  can be written as 

( ( )( ) ( )( ) ( ( )) ( ( ))) ( )xfxaxbxaxbxaxbxab n
n mod1

1
2

210 ⋅++⋅+⋅+⋅ −
−  

the calculation of ( ) fba mod  efficiently is demonstrated through the 

following algorithm. 
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Algorithm 2 (Operation Algorithm ( ) )mod fba  

Input: Vector ( )1210 ...,,,, −= maaaaa  and ( )1210 ...,,,, −= nbbbbb  

in the ring [ ] ( ) .xfxp
n
p ZZ ≅  

Output: The vector ( )1210 ...,,,, −= nccccc  as the product of a and b 

in the ring .n
pZ  

1. Initialization ac 0: b=  (denotes a scalar times vector) and .: aw =  

2. For integer 1=i  to ,1−= ni  calculate: 

(a) ( )fwRotSubsw ,:=  call Algorithm 1. 

(b) If ,0≠ib  calculate .: wcc ib+=  

3. return(c). 

Since the speed of Algorithm 1 is constant on the growth of the value of 
n, the most dominant influence computational efficiency of Algorithm 2 is 
the number of addition and multiplication operations modulo p. In this case, 

we could observe that Algorithm 2 involves at most 2n  multiplication 
operation modulo p and at most ( )1−nn  addition operation modulo p. 

Related to Algorithm 2 as a subroutine in the construction of a hash function 
algorithm (described in Section 3), it is assumed that b is a binary vector. 
Therefore, it is easily observed that Algorithm 2 only requires an average of 
( )

⎟
⎠
⎞⎜

⎝
⎛ −

2
1 nn  addition operation modulo p, equivalent to ( ) pnn lg2

1
⎟
⎠
⎞⎜

⎝
⎛ −  bits 

operation. By setting the parameter p as constant, the size of the efficiency of 

Algorithm 2 is ( )2nO  bit operations1. 

 

                                                           
1O  (read “big oh”) is a measure of the speed of a mathematical algorithm asymptotically. 
Formal definition can refer to standard text books containing the algorithm discussion. 
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3. Hash Function Construction 

Following the definition of the hash function and its construction 
techniques in the [9], the definition and construction of hash functions in this 
article is enough to define the compression function just as well as construct 
the algorithm. In this case, the hash function is constructed based on lattice, 
the family of hash functions that compression is defined as 

n
p

m
dh ZZ →:A  with ( ) Axxy A == h  

with mn
p
×∈ ZA  is viewed as a key ( )( )bitslglength pmn  are chosen at 

random after the positive integer parameter values m, n, d (d is relatively 

small value) is set, with compression condition .lg
lg2
d

pnm ≈  The process of 

computing a matrix multiplication Ax which means involving ( )nm ×  

multiplication operation modulo p. 

Furthermore, matrix multiplication formula Ax can be written from the 
multiplication operation in [ ] ( ) ,xfxpZ  i.e., 

∑
=

⋅=
t

i
ii

1
.xay  

In this case, tnm =  and ( )taaa ...,,, 21  is seen as key (with length ( )pm lg  

bits) are t vector in n
pZ  chosen at random. ii xa ⋅  is a representation of a 

multiplication operation modulo ( ),xf  that is clear that the computational 

process becomes more efficient than before. This formula is defined as 
compression function formula of the hash function family based on ideal 
lattice. 

With the aim of shortening the key and accelerating the computation 
process of a hash function family computing based on ideal lattice, we now 
define the compression function of the hash function defined recursively 
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,0 ay =  and for tk ...,,2,1=  calculate ( ) ,mod1 iikk fxyy −=  then 

∑
=

=
t

i
i

1
.yy  

In this case, a and ( )tfff ...,,, 21  is seen as a key, a is chosen randomly 

and uniformly in n
pZ  and ( )tfff ...,,, 21  were selected randomly and 

uniformly t ordered pairs in the set { } ( ){ }1...,,2,11,1 −±±±×− n  and 

computing ( ) iii fxy mod1−  using Algorithm 2. More specifically, the 

compression procedure of the above formula is as follows. 

1. Set positive integer parameters m, n and t with ,ntm =  also set the 
value of a prime p such that .lg2 pnm ≈  

2. Select randomly and uniformly key a and ( )....,,, 21 tfff  

3. Take binary message ,2
mZ∈x  divided into t blocks, namely: 

( ),...,,, 21 txxx  then n
k 2Z∈x  for ....,,2,1 tk =  

4. Calculate compression function value y of the input message x using 
the following algorithm. 

Algorithm 3 (Compression Function Algorithm) 

Input: Message block ( ),...,,, 21 txxx  means n
k 2Z∈x  for ....,,2,1 tk =  

Output: The vector .n
pZ∈y  

1. Initialization .,: 0yaz ==  

2. For integer 1=k  to ,ti =  calculate: 

(a) ( ) kk fxzz mod:=  call Algorithm 2. 

(b) .: zyy +=  

3. return(y). 
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It is clear that the computing process above will define a family of 

compression functions n
p

mh ZZ →2:  which means compressing binary 

message x with length m bits to y with length ( ) 2lg mpn ≈  bits. Moreover, 

because the computing process ( ) kk fxz mod  defines a matrix 

multiplication ( ) ,k
k xA  then the computational process of the compression 

function h also defines matrix multiplication ( ) Axx =h  with 

( ( ) ( ) ( ) ) .21 mn
q

t ×∈= ZAAAA  

From the fact that Algorithm 2 contains ( )
2
1 nn −  addition operations 

modulo p, it is clear that the process of computing the compression function 

h on average contains ( ) ( )
2
1

2
1 mntnn −=⎟

⎠
⎞⎜

⎝
⎛ −  additional operations modulo 

p, equivalent to ( ) pmn lg2
1

⎟
⎠
⎞⎜

⎝
⎛ −  bits operation. 

4. Security Aspects of Construction Result 

Since n
pZ∈a  and { } ( ){ },1...,,2,11,1 −±±±×−∈ nkf  the key length of 

the compression function h as the result of the construction is approximately 
( )[ ]ntpn 2lglg +  bits. If the key is assumed to be chosen at random and 

uniform, then the chances of guessing the key is ( )[ ].2 2lglg ntpn +−  As an 
illustration, with the value of the parameter ,257=p  ,64=n  and ,16=t  

then the key length is approximately 624 bits so it is not feasible to predict. 
With the same parameter values, the key size is much shorter than the key 
size of the compression function SWIFFT [8] which is about 8192 bits. 

Based on the computational process, when the key is chosen randomly, 
then the compression function h as the result of construction also defines the 
matrix A which is also random. Consequently, h is a one-way function with 
the following explanation. To explain that h is a one-way function, we have 
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to show that given any value x from known value y, the equation yAx =  is 

a computational problem. Notice that the equation yAx =  can be written as 

( ) ∑
=

⇔=

⎟⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟

⎠

⎞

⎜⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜

⎝

⎛
m

j
jj

m

m x

x

x
x

1

2

1

21 ayaaa  

( )∑
=

−+⇔=
m

j
jj yx

1
ay  

( )

⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟

⎠

⎞

⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜

⎝

⎛

−⇔=

1

2

1

21

m

m
x

x
x

yaaa0  

( ) .~

0

0
0

0xyA =|⇔

⎟⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟

⎠

⎞

⎜⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜

⎝

⎛

=  

This means that x~  is a vector in the orthogonal space ⊥Λ  of ( )BL=Λ  

lattice generated by the basis ( ) .TyAB |=  Since x~  is a binary vector, given 

any values of x from the known value y means finding a basis for ⊥Λ  which 
the members are short vectors. This is the lattice computational problem. 

Equally, the occurrence of collision of h means there exists xx ≠′  so 

( ) .0xxAAxxA =−′⇔=′  

In other words, ( ) ,⊥Λ∈−′ xx  where ( )BL=Λ  with .TAB =  Since x and 

x′  are binary vectors, ( )xx −′  is a short vector. Thus, determining the 

occurrence of collision of h means that finding a basis for ⊥Λ  which the 
members are short vectors. This is also the lattice computational problem. 
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Therefore, compression function h as the result of the construction is 
one-way function and collision resistance based on lattice computational 
problem. 
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